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1. What is DAB? History
Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) is a platform useful in the broadcasting of a digital
audio radio service (DARS). It is a widely known concept, which appears to be absent in
North American countries. These broadcasting systems were quite dependent on 10 to
12GHz broadcasting bands, which appeared inefficient due to their inability to reach a
large audience. As a result, therefore, Hoeg and Lauterbach (2003) understand that an
exposure to terrestrial digital sound broadcasting was supposed to supplement DAB’s
delivery, as the former would ensure that digital messages were passed to a larger
audience (Hoeg & Lauterbach, 2003). The authors reiterate:
“In the early 1980s the first digital sound broadcasting systems providing CD
like audio quality were developed for satellite delivery. These systems made
use of the broadcasting bands in the 10 to 12 GHz region, employed very little
sound data compression and were not aimed at mobile reception. Thus, it was
not possible to serve a great majority of listeners, such as those travelling in
cars. Also, another feature of the well-established FM radio could not be
provided by satellite delivery, namely ‘‘local services’’. Consequently terrestrial
digital sound broadcasting was considered as an essential delivery method for
reaching all listeners. At first investigations were initiated by radio research
institutes looking into the feasibility of applying digital modulation schemes in
the FM bands. However, the straightforward use of pulse code modulation
(PCM) in the upper portions of the FM band generated intolerable interference
in most existing FM receivers and was spectrally very inefficient. Mobile
reception was never tried and would not have succeeded. A much more
sophisticated approach was definitely necessary” (Hoeg & Lauterbach, 2003).
Apparently, the terrestrial digital sound broadcasting was approved by the Federal
Ministry for Research and Technology (BMBF) since it had both workable methods of
sound compression and efficiencies linked with radio spectrum (Hoeg & Lauterbach,
2003). Right from the 1980s, and 1986 in particular, there was a formation of the DAB
consortium, and it involved countries such as France, Netherlands, Germany and the U.K
(Hoeg & Lauterbach, 2003). December 1986 was also quite eventful as the High Level
Representatives indicated that DAB was referred to as the Eureka 147 project, which
received National research grants particularly in Germany, France and the Netherlands.
The authors explained:
“The process of choosing the most appropriate transmission method took place
within the Eureka 147 consortium alone. In simulations performed according
to rules worked out by the members the four approaches were put to the test.
This showed that the broadband solutions performed better than the narrowband proposal. Among the broadband versions the spread-spectrum approach
had a slight advantage over the OFDM approach, while the frequency-hopping
solution was considered too demanding with respect to network organisation.
However, the OFDM system was the only one that was already available in
hardware with field-test experience – in the form of the coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplex (COFDM) system, while the spread-spectrum
proposal by then was not developed as hardware at all and was estimated to be
very complex. So, the choice fell on COFDM, which has since proven to be an
excellent performer” (Hoeg & Lauterbach, 2003).
Hoeg and Lauterbach (2003) understand that official and paper work delayed the
commencement of this project. Later in 1990, there was an exposure to the first and
foremost trial broadcasts that would indicate the feasibility of DAB. 1995 appeared to be
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the year of conception as the Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation (NRK) as well as BBC
and Swedish Radio (SR) both launched their first DAB radio broadcasts. Pioneers such as
Norwegian broadcasting corporation, BBC and Swedish radio launched their first digital
audio broadcasting in 1995. Norway was the first state worldwide to phase out
traditional forms of radio broadcasting by adopting a full scale digital format. The
platform has proved to be useful in the transmission of digital radio audio service that
has widely been adopted in many countries worldwide. However, these radio bands
were inept because they could not reach a large audience as intended. It resulted to
exposure to terrestrial digital sound broadcasting as a supplement for digital audio
broadcasting (Fischer, 2010). Terrestrial digital sound broadcasting ensured that digital
messages were transmitted to a larger audience as intended. This led to its approval
reason being that it comprises of relatable approaches of sound compression and
efficacies linked with radio band.

2. Main characteristics of DAB
There are numerous digital services carried by the DAB transmission signal. DAB has
a bandwidth of 1.536 MHz, which offers a provision of bit rate capacity that is about 1.5
Mbit/s in an entire entity. The entity encompasses audio programs, data linked with the
audio programs and other data services. Decoding these services in a parallel form is
quite a necessity for these receivers. Regardless, these are the main characteristics and
features of DAB:


Flexible audio bit-rate

The flexible audio bit-rate grows from 8 kbit/s to 384 kbit/s. It ensures that
configurations of the multiplex are placed in a manner to decipher stereo audio
programmes whose provision is for about 5 to 6 of them. Alternatively, there may be an
existence of 20 mono programmes with restricted quality.


Data services

There is an involvement of a packet structure, which is useful in dividing and separating
each of the data services. Even without a packet structure, each of these data services
appear as a separately defined stream.


Programme Associated Data (PAD)

PAD is a constituent of the audio bit-stream and is mainly affiliated with data that is
transmitted with the audio programme (such as lyrics). The amount of PAD (min. 667
bit/s) may be adjusted; however, the coded audio signal capacity remains at stake of the
same. Often, this coded audio signal is placed within the preferred audio bit-rate.


Conditional Access (CA)

CA is applicable to individual or packet-mode services. The DAB entity has role to
facilitate CA information by providing “the actual signal scrambling mechanisms.” At this
point, there is the need to look into Specific subscriber management, which is not a
constituent of the DAB.


Service Information (SI)

Apart from operating and controlling receivers, the SI works toward information
provision for the users. It also ensures that a link is created between certain services in
the multiplex, DAB entities and ensembles as well as to FM/AM broadcast platforms.
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3. Specifications of DAB
A wide range of services are transmitted through the digital audio broadcasting
signal. DAB possesses a bandwidth of 1.536 MHz and this avails a bit rate capacity that
amounts to approximately 1.5 Mbit/s in an entire entity. The specified entity is made up
of data linked with the audio program, the transmitted audio programs and other data
services (Fischer, 2010). Decoding all these contents of the provided entity in a parallel
form is necessary for these receivers. Bands and modes are features where DAB employs
a wide-bandwidth transmission technology, with provision of distinctive bands that
have been assigned for it in Band III (174 – 240 MHz), and L band (1,452 – 1.492 GHz).
Flexible audio bit-rate as a feature grows from 8 Kbit/s to 384 Kbit/s and guarantees
that configurations of the multiplex are placed in a mode to decipher stereo audio
programs whose provision is for about 5 to 6 of them. Within the protocol stack feature,
technologies employed on the digital audio broadcasting occupy three layers that
include the presentation layer inhabited by the audio codec, the data link layer that has a
role of frame synchronization and statistical time division multiplexing
(Narasimhamurthy, anavar,
Tepedelenlioglu, 2010 . oreover, the physical layer
contains OFDM modulation, the error-correction coding and takes part in over-the-air
transmission and reception of data.
Several aspects of protocol stack feature include the audio codec, where Digital audio
broadcasting exploits the MPEG-1 audio layer II (MP2). MPEG-1 audio layer III (MP3) is
quite universal for utilization. A main verdict that contributes to how the digital audio
broadcasting system design will be determined and set up is the choice of audio codec to
use. This is because competence of the audio codec defines the number of radio stations
that can be transmitted through a fixed multiplex capacity within a provided degree of
audio quality (Narasimhamurthy, Banavar, & Tepedelenlioglu, 2010 . Another aspect
included the error-correction coding as it governs how strong the reception will be for a
given signal strength. All digital audio broadcast multiplexes can carry a colossal amount
864 capacity units, which is the maximum bit rate an ensemble can convey, even though
it solely depends on the level of error protection used (O'Leary, 2006). As for services
and ensembles, which are features of the digital audio broadcasting, diverse services, in
assortment, are embedded into on ensemble.

4. Differences from Traditional Radio
Traditional radio broadcasting utilizes two band types; amplitude modulation (AM)
and frequency modulation (FM). It is made up of two parts that include a receiver and a
transmitter. The transmitter is utilized to broadcast radio waves, known as continuous
sine waves using the two types of modulation, AM and FM. There exist three defining
differences of these two modulations (Hausman, Benoit, O'Donnell, & Messere, 2016).
First, it is the frequency range, where FM utilizes 800MHz and 49MHz for AM, second is
the transmitter power, and lastly the total number of frequencies accessible. The
receiver is used to seize the sine waves and make playback probable. AM transmission
being the first technique that was developed for making audio radio broadcast, is still
used for medium-wave and long-wave radio transmission. AM transmission is achieved
through modulating the amplitude of the signal, transmitted based on the data being
sent, with the frequency remaining constant. owever, A transmission is greatly
predisposed to interference when compared to digital and
signals as they possess a
lower audio conformity ( azi, drzejewski,
tarkey, 2011 . Due to these factors, the
AM broadcasters mostly concentrate on talk radio, news and sports airings.
Broadcasting of music is then left to FM and digital stations. Despite having a poor sound
quality, AM broadcasting is far much cheaper and transmission can be achieved over
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long distances. Additionally, its lower bandwidth allows it to have more radio stations
accessible in any frequency range.
Invention of FM broadcasting was achieved by the American engineer Edwin
Armstrong in 1933, with the aim of providing high conformity sound over broadcast
radio. This improved greatly the quality of sound as compared to AM transmission, and
was adopted by most radio stations for music broadcasts (Fischer, 2010). Worldwide,
FM broadcast band functions within the very high frequency (VHF) category of the radio
spectrum, utilizing 87.5 to 108 MHz bandwidths. The FM frequency is normally an exact
multiple of 100 KHz, with different countries utilizing either odd or even multiples. As a
maneuver to reduce frequency transmission interruptions between channels operating
in the same or neighboring transmitter locations, frequency separation of not less than
500 KHz is done. Closer tunings are normally reserved for more distantly spread out
transmitters geographically with an aim of ensuring minimal interference by bordering
frequencies. Frequency modulation (FM) delivers information by altering the frequency
of a carrier wave. FM signals utilize more bandwidth as compared to AM signals, thus it
is universally used with higher VHF or UHF frequencies, which are also exploited by land
mobile radio systems, and FM broadcast band and the television (Hoeg, & Lauterbach,
2003). Frequency deviation is controlled and quantified by licensing bodies in each
country.
Pre-emphasis and de-emphasis play a critical role in ensuring random noise that
occurs in transmission is offset. This is achieved by to a limited extent, by boosting high
frequencies before they are transmitted, and reducing them in the receiver. However,
utilization of pre-emphasis poses a problem reason being that many forms of
contemporary music have higher frequency energy as compared to earlier music
produced during the initial start of FM broadcasting (Hoeg, & Lauterbach, 2003). By preemphasizing high frequency sounds, deviation of the FM carrier will be excessive and
this can be prevented by use of modulation control devices. As a third generation of
broadcast after AM, FM traditional broadcast, it offers features that analog transmission
did not have. This includes anti-noise, anti-interference, the best option for wave
propagation fading, and it is more appropriate for high-speed mobile reception. These
features are unavailable in the analog form of broadcast thus indicating the
technological advancements hat aim at providing the best service to the listeners.
Another difference is that digital audio broadcasting has a wide range of capabilities and
is not limited to only audio transmission. It can obtain multimedia information and realtime updates on related information (O'Leary, 2006). Data messaging services are can
also be accessed with digital audio transmission.
Digital audio broadcasting utilizes synchronized multiplexing, compression and a
combination of multiple audio streaming, which are concentrated in the same broadcast
frequency, whose sole purpose is multiple channel broadcast. This allows each channel
to be transmitted selectively with a different bit rate, whereby the lower the bit rate, the
more the channels that can be transmitted on a single frequency with a disadvantage of
low sound quality (Fischer, 2010). Another difference is that digital audio broadcast
consumes more power than traditional broadcasting. This is brought about by the
presence of the digital audio broadcasting decoder chip needed for transmission, which
needs hundreds of mill watt and sometimes even one whole watt. The overall
performance of the digital audio broadcasting transmitter deferred from that of the
analog in that it sends signals related to a program which have been fragmented into
and coded in number. Each fragment is sent severally to ensure that it goes through and
delivered to the consumers as intended (Hoeg, & Lauterbach, 2003). Even when an
interruption or delay occurs, the receiver is able to catalogue fragments and piece them
together to ensure the signal transmitted of a program is uninterrupted. Digital audio
broadcasting has numerous advantages over the traditional radio broadcasting which
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suggest the need to fully implement and utilize it. This will not only increase consumers,
but also allows uninterrupted broadcasting of information not forgetting the fidelity of
transmission is maintained. Thus is achieved by the ability of digital radio signals to
travel on a large broadband of radio frequencies, which is about 1500 times wider than
those used in analog radio.

5. Advantages of DAB
Compared with Traditional Radio, DAB has resorted to offering plausible advantages
to its audiences. The viewing of TV, for example, has become quite scarce due to an
existence of technological advancements such as smart phones and tablets (Plum, 2014).
Generally, digital audio broadcasts offer improved features for consumers, where
related devices can perform band scans over the whole frequency range. It enables all
stations be available in a single list for the consumers to freely select their preferred
choice. Another additional advantage is that digital audio broadcasting is able to carry
dynamic label segment from the radio stations which offer real-time information such as
the title of a song, traffic updates, news, and type of music of not more than 128
characters. It also has a local time of day, enabling a device to automatically adjust its
internal clock when travelling between time zones (O'Leary, 2006). Mono talk radio,
news and weather channels and any other program in the radio that is non-music do
utilize less bandwidth thus allowing digital audio broadcasting to convey these
programs at lower bitrates, allowing more bandwidth to be used for other programs
that require a substantial amount of bandwidth. Nonetheless, other advantages of DAB:


Quality of Service

Via DAB, users are exposed to interactive standards, which are particularly useful in
the enhancement of broadcasting, making it possible for viewers to connect with the
interactive features. With this feature, the audiences easily acquire data access and
related services that facilitate the digital capabilities of DAB multiplex. The availability of
a return path using either a mobile or fixed broadbrand connection, Plum (2014)
understands; there is room for provision of richer interactive services.
Additionally, due to the fact that DAB utilizes modern digital communication, it is
inevitable for the platform to provide quality service. Some of the independent quality
services include usability, improved and superior sound systems and undistorted
reception conditions. To be precise, sound quality has thoroughly improved as users
have been introduced to new features such as Music control and Dynamic Range Control
(DRC). With the control, it becomes quite convenient for users and audiences to set the
audio quality according to their needs. Usability has eased the lives of DAB users as they
are capable of selecting any of the available stations from a menu with different choices.
In terms of reception, DAB utilizes a non-directional whip antenna to limit any
interference and multipath issues while in a vehicle (Hoeg & Lauterbach, 2003).
Reception is well-maintained using DAB, as it covers a large geographical area, which
assists the driver by ensuring clarity of the same station without any fades or
interferences.
The quality of service rendered is of satisfactory quality as compared to traditional
forms. Consumers are exposed to collaborative ideals, which are essential for the growth
and augmentation of broadcasting, allowing audiences to associate with the interactive
features. In addition, digital audio broadcasting uses modern digital communication
which offers quality sound systems and undistorted signal conditions when transmitted.
Independent quality services rendered include friendly usability, authentic and
improved sound systems, not forgetting the undistorted reception offered (Fischer,
2010). The availability of flexible multiplex configurations allows the consumers to
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relish the content provided. It is because alteration of the organization, configuration,
and arrangement can be achieved to suite the user’s desires. it rate flexibility also gives
station providing the program the ability to choose the preferred bit rate which solely
depends on the quality that is being transmitted.


Flexible multiplex configurations

With this flexibility, it becomes quite easy for DAB users to enjoy the content
provided for their enjoyment. With multiplex configuration, the arrangement and
organization of services in the DAB multiplex may either be changed or altered to
adhere to the users’ needs. These changes, however, should be carried out in a manner
that does not interfere or interrupt any of the ongoing services. Furthermore, the idea of
bit rate flexibility indicates that the provider of a particular programme has the
capability of choosing the preferred bit rate, depending on the quality. According to
Hoeg and Lauterbach (2003):
“The programme provider can choose an appropriate bit rate for a certain
audio programme according to its quality, for instance less than 100 kbit/s for
a pure speech programme, 128 kbit/s for monophonic or 256 kbit/s for
stereophonic music; also half sampling frequency can be used for lower quality
services. So the available bit rate can be split optimally between different
services of a DA ensemble” (Hoeg and Lauterbach, 2003).


A universal system layout

Under the DAB system, there is a standardized layout system which facilitates the
process of transmission and receipt of messages. In this case, there is an exploration of
(international) standardization for managing the new DAB system. The idea of having a
unique system design and broad choice of receivers is delineated by Hoeg and
Lauterbach (2003):
“Unique system design: DA services will be available mainly on terrestrial, but are
also suited for cable and satellite networks, and the same receiver could be used to
provide radio programmes and/or data services for national, regional, local and
international coverage.”
“ Wide choice of receivers: It is possible to access DA services on a wide range of
receiving equipment including fixed (stationary), mobile and portable radio receivers,
optionally completed with displays or screens, and even personal computers.”


Co-channel Interference

Digital audio broadcasts are less susceptible to co-channel interference, thus
allowing reduction of the reuse distance. This has allowed more stations to be
transmitted and has also improved efficiency. Another advantage is the quality of
reception offered by the digital audio broadcast, through integration of features that
limits signal noise and multipath fading which is a common problem within the analogue
systems (O'Leary, 2006). Digital audio broadcast has also reduced interference by
unlicensed stations due to its specialized nature, restricted spectrum and high end
digital audio broadcasting gear. Digital audio broadcasts offer a shared cost whereby its
transmission is done by a different company from the broadcaster, who vends the
capacity to several radio stations. It provides a cheaper alternative than the use of
several transmitters since digital audio broadcasts utilize higher frequencies than FM
which requires several transmitters to achieve their intended geographical coverage.
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6. Applications in the World and Future Plans
In contemporary times, governments have sought to control institutions that have a
major influence on the masses (Ulrichsen, 2016). It is not surprising that the mass
media and DAB in particular, have found itself involved in major world politics and
issues of governance. Besides being a tool for the transmission of information regarding
politics, the media and its freedom has often been used as a measure of democracy in the
various jurisdictions (McQuail, 1994). The concept of free speech has enabled observers
gauge the political systems of countries. In this context, the media has often been used to
examine the ways in which governments continue to curtail the freedom of free speech
(Rugh, 2004). This has prompted researchers to come up with four political theories
involving the media. In their book, “ our Theories of the Press,” red . iebert,
Theodore Peterson and Wilbur Schramm have classified political theories of the press
as; the authoritarian theory, the soviet theory, the social responsibility theory and the
libertarian theory (Siebert et al., 2002). A further theory called the modern
developmental theory has been added and it has sought to explore the way in which the
earlier four theories are related. The social responsibility theory is perhaps the most
contentious among the four, especially in a world that is continually relying on the press
for political liberation. The mainstream media has become central to the struggle for
human rights and political liberation. While seeking to achieve this purpose, political
scholars has constantly argued that such freedom to express political opinion ought to
be exercised responsibly (Haque
iju, “Inside Newsroom” . On its part, the theory of
social responsibility grants the media with the powers to pursue such interest, but with
a few limitations for social reasons. Simply speaking, the media is given the liberty to air
their content but under the watch of the government, which provides oversight. In this
regard, the government expects that, despite the fact that the media has been given
adequate freedom, it ought to act in the society’s best interest (Siebert et al., 2002).
In their opinion, most authors have held that the social responsibility theory came
about due to the challenges and problems occasioned by the libertarian theory of the
mass media (Ahmed, 2011). The twentieth century saw many changes in the social and
political systems, especially with regards to the freedom of the press (Bagersh, 2011).
The granting of freedom of the press meant that journalists were free to publish
whatever they desired. This had been the notion behind the libertarian theory of the
press. The media became a ‘marketplace of ideas’ where anyone was allowed to publish
despite their social and political alignment (Al-Jenaibi, 2016). This resulted in rather
partisan content being published by the media since the news presented depended on
the political alignment of the author and publishing press. The reality was often
distorted with different authors providing conflicting versions of the truth based on
their political interests (Habermas, 2006). The growth of intellectualism and the
industrial revolution later on meant that people were more enlightened. People would
not find faults in this principle of the libertarian theory of the media (Edwards, 2012).
The fact that the media had become irresponsible in handling information was
appalling to say the least (Ahmed, 2014). ‘Yellow journalism’ was at its peak during
these times. This occasioned a commission to be constituted in the 1940s to look into
this contentious issue. The Hutchins commission was the brainchild of Henry Luce, a
famous journalist and the founder of Time magazine. After close to half a decade of
deliberations, the commission constituted five principles that guide media houses into
being socially responsible (Rugh, 2004). The commission recognized the important role
of the press after which it came up with a blueprint of the press social responsibilities.
The document was labeled a ‘free and responsible mass media.’ The press was tasked
with accomplishing five goals towards this realization with one of the major goals being
that the press should remain as truthful and non-partisan as possible (Bagersh, 2011).
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In the strict sense, the main principle behind the theory of a socially responsible
press is that the media houses are allowed to enjoy the libertarian theory provided they
observe responsibility in this undertaking. The principle champions for a middle ground
between freedom and responsibility. The fact that the media handles quite sensitive
information in most instances, it is important that such news be presented accurately
and in a non partisan manner (Siebert et al., 2002). The social responsibility theory
recommends that, in the event that the media houses fail to be responsible, the
government should move in as a way of promoting compliance. Despite the liberty
awarded to the press to even criticize the government, the media should observe that
the news published does not work to derail the stability of the society in question
(Habermas, 2006). The media ought to promote democracy though giving accurate
information to the masses. At the same time, it should act in a way likely to promote
society interests.
The society has many expectations for the press (Pintak, 2007). Many people think
that the media should act as a watchdog and a tool for enlightenment besides just
providing information. Most people rely on the press for educative information. It is
therefore important the mainstream be self sufficient and act with great caution due to
the number of people it is responsible for. For this reason, the Hutchins commission
required that the media houses observe a number of principles in their day to day
operations (Habermas, 2006). Fore mostly, the press should act as a source of
information to the public, being one of the very basic roles of the media. The information
provided should fall into context while seeking to enlighten the population. Apart from
this, the press should act as a platform where people are free to comment and launch
criticism concerning any issue (Ahmed, 2011). The media should also be a
representative for the society by painting the exact picture of it. Moreover, the press
should seek to highlight and maintain society goals while observing democracy and
social stability. The above principles summarize the notion of the social responsibility
theory (Haque & Biju, “Inside Newsroom” .
The United Arab Emirates has made drastic strides in economic growth in recent
times. It then follows that the country has become a recognized force in world trade and
tourism. Part of the momentum in tourism has been occasioned by the role of the media
in promotion of the country as a desirable destination. This alone highlights the
important role of the media in the United Arab Emirates. The UAE, as it is popularly
referred to, has an equally powerful press just like her prosperous counterparts. The
media in this country has constantly played an important role in informing not only her
citizens but also the world as a whole (Edwards, 2012). The press in the UAE no doubt
faces the same issues and challenges as that in other countries with similar social and
political trends. The quest for libertarian struggle across the world did not spare the
UAE. The press was equally affected as the mainstream media sought the freedom to
publish. However, in a society that observes religion and the Islamic culture, it meant
that there ought to be ways for ensuring the media is responsible in maintaining the
same social ideals boasted by the country. The social responsibility theory came handy
in this situation (Ahmed, 2014). Part of the factors that promote tourism in the UAE is
the Arab culture and religion which have often appealed to the rest of the world. It is
therefore expected that the mainstream media promote factors that champion this
culture. The social responsibility theory points out the responsibility of the press in
championing for the countries culture apart from acting as an informative platform
(Siebert et al., 2002).
Despite allowing the press a lot of liberty in reporting, the United Arab Emirates has
tasked the media with a lot of responsibility in terms of the country’s promotion. or
instance, following the dwindling oil economy in the country, the sultan of the UAE set
out in a mission to advertise the UAE to the world through the media. Today, the press
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has become one the biggest investments of the UAE with regards to tourism (Altschull &
Altschull, 1995). . The media continues to promote the country as the desired tourism
destination raking in billions of dollars from the industry. Perhaps, the press in the UAE
remains the best representation of the social responsibility theory of the press. From
positively criticizing the government of various aspects to promotion of tourism and
information, the press in the UAE has retained its relevance in seeking to satisfy the
political theory of the social responsibility of the press (Ulrichsen, 2016). Many scholars
have considered the press in the United Arab Emirates as being the model for a media
system that observes the principles of this theory to ideal standards.
Communication and the mass media in this context have long been considered as
being an integral part of civilization. In most places today, civilization has often been
measured based on how freely information reaches the common man (Pintak, 2007).
Most of the major world advances have been promoted by the media which has played
an important role in inspiring innovation and development. It follows then that the mass
media has had a great deal of influences in the societies. Today, politics continues to be
influenced by the media, with the press acting as both the informer and mouthpiece for
the common citizens (Mowlana & Marron, 1994). Mass media has become the
undisputed platform of information touching on any field in our world today. The mass
media has become the most important tool for communication between the government,
citizens and all stakeholders. However, the role of the press does not just end there.
Most societies today, especially those that have closely guarded traditions and cultures,
continue to use the mass media as a mirror for their culture and traditional practices. In
simple terms, the media is influenced by the culture and practices of the society. In turn,
the media influences the masses leading to major shifts in opinions and perspectives
regarding many contentious issues of the contemporary world (Haque & Biju, “Inside
Newsroom” . In the United Arab Emirates, the media has for a long time been depicted
as being both a mirror and window to the society. In essence, the media acts as a
representation of peoples’ culture while seeking to influence a change in attitudes and
opinion with the rapidly changing world trends.
Being the economic hub of the Arab world, the UAE has amassed a lot of political
power and influence in the Middle East. While keeping this in perspective, the growing
role of the media has meant that the common citizens are continually involved in politics
and governance of their country. Today, citizens of the UAE are better informed and
empowered thanks to the effort of the mass media (Ajami, 2001). The contemporary
media has come to be credited as being a ‘modern deity’ that has the powers to make or
break governments (Ulrichsen, 2016). The mass media has rocked governments of today
based on the strong influence it possesses. Despite the fact that the media has not fueled
a revolution like in other Arab nations, the power of the press cannot be ignored. The
media has invested in keeping citizens informed (Ajami, 2001). Of note is the modest
position that the media in the UAE has taken over the years. Many people would like to
think of the mainstream media in the UAE as a representation of professionalism-a
crucial aspect for the press. Despite being generously informing to the masses, the mass
media in the UAE has often sought to be responsible in the way sensitive information is
handled (Rugh, 2004). The UAE has used the media for advancing the culture of her
people (Ayalon, 1995).This is exactly what is meant when referring to the mass media as
a ‘mirror’ for the society. As such, the media has acted in expressing both the culture and
the opinions of the people.
The fact that the UAE has held the mass media as an intimate partner in governance
speaks volumes of the likely influence that the media has on politics (Ayalon, 1995).
Recently, the UAE has made strides towards enforcing the mass media as part of the
main arms of the government. It has constantly been referred to as the ‘fourth arm of the
government’ due to the intimate nature of the relationship between the government and
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the state media (Scheufele, 1999). The government has exploited this role of the media
in seeking to achieve various objectives. The media has been used to cement national
stability by promoting democracy and the culture of the people (Ulrichsen, 2016). The
future of the mass media in the dimension of politics is a little unpredictable. This is due
to the dynamic nature of this entity (Dizard, 1997). In the past, no one knew that the
mass media would be a tool for political change. Today the mass media has continuously
been used by liberals in advancing the theme of political liberalization (Ahmed, 2011).
The allowance for the freedom of speech has meant that the media is free to examine
information and criticize even the government in matters politics and development (AlJenaibi, 2014). The strides already taken indicate just how important the mass media is
in world politics. However, the mass media is constantly facing numerous threats from
alternative sources of information.
Alternative sources of information are continually gaining ground. It means,
therefore, that the mass media continues to face threats of near extinction due to the
stiff competition offered by rival platforms. Social media platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter have emerged as a force in world politics (Dizard, 1997). The social media is
becoming a way through which people interact on various fronts; delving into different
topics and perspectives. The flexibility and lack of limitations of this platform of
communication has attracted a large number of users. The extent to which the social
media has influence Arab politics cannot be ignored (Al-Jenaibi, 2014). The Arab
uprising owes most of the revolution to the social media (Mowlana & Marron, 1994).
Much of the revolution was plotted on the internet due to the ease of use and lack of
many restrictions in its use (Pintak, 2007). This is just highlights the bleak future of the
mass media on the political front. The fact that the mainstream media has attracted
numerous restrictions has made many people lose trust in it in terms of promoting
political criticism (Al-Jenaibi, 2014). The social responsibility theory has been abused by
some governments into meaning that the mass media be controlled. People are
continually turning to other alternatives of seeking information. This is to say that the
future of the mass media is not promising based on these emerging issues (Dizard,
1997).
Individuals live in an environment that thrives on information (Dizard, 1997). In the
current world, civilization is measured based on the ease of exchange of information. In
this context, societies that are most informed as regarded as the most civilized. The mass
media today is central to this concept of civilization. As a matter of fact, the print and
electronic media has done more than just inform. This platform has enabled the
empowerment of populations on various aspects of life including politics, culture and
science. The media continues to act as a tool for shaping individual opinions and notions
and the governments of today continue to invest in using the mass media to persuade
for changes in policies. The media has often been used in giving governments a soft
image especially when such governments are seeking public support of a contentious
issue. The mass media is increasingly becoming a weapon against conspiracy and
prejudice which seeks to promote progress and realization of dreams (Altschull &
Altschull, 1995). . Conspiracies have often been the order of most emerging world
powers. The mass media has come handy in quashing such unfounded conspiracies
which have threatened numerous world powers. The sense of nationalism drawn from
the work of the media cannot be ignored. This is because this platform has sought to
allow for divergent views while seeking fulfillment of the principle of democracy. The
fact that people are allowed to present dissenting voices in the mainstream media has
made people gain trust of their governments (Wolfsfeld, 1997).
Acculturation studies have advanced the notion that, under the pressure to conform,
individuals will always attempt to adopt the dominant culture of the society in which
they live in. Contemporary United Arab Emirates has become home to diverse cultures
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and world races (Rugh, 2007). Nonetheless, one wonders the extent to which such a
diverse group of people has accommodated each other in the search of individual
prosperity. The United Arab Emirates is a dominantly Islamic nation with deep rooted
values based on the Islamic religion (El-Baltaji, 2007). Yet, unlike other hostile Muslim
nations, different cultures and religions have always been accommodated. The media is
thought to be at the helm of this struggle for the realization of cultural tolerance. The
mass media has provided a very important platform for intercultural interaction in the
United Arab Emirates. It is this kind of communication that has kept the various cultures
in this country interacting and tolerating each other (Mowlana & Marron, 1994). The
mass media in the UAE has been very informative in terms of the promotion of culture
(El-Baltaji, 2007). A lot of the media houses, especially those run by the state, have gone
an extra mile in promoting various aspects of the Arabian culture (Ayalon, 1995).
Culture has been used as a tool of communication among the numerous entities that
have chosen to settle in the country. The mainstream media has often chosen to show
the various aspects of the Arab culture to the world. Moreover, UAE has constantly used
their culture in attempting to promote tourism. With this, the Arabic language, culture
and religion have gained wide acceptance in the world. The consistent promotion of this
culture even in world media giants has been a plus for this country which has continued
to receive immigrants who readily accept the culture. The various other cultures and
religions continue to thrive in the UAE with gradual acceptance and assimilation into the
dominant culture (Rugh, 2004).
The information and media revolution in the world has recently swept the Arab
nations (Rugh, 2007). The media industry in the United Arab Emirates has experienced
dramatic growth in the past few decades as a result of this phenomenon. New radio
stations, TV channels and social media platforms have been created in attempting to
break the traditional restricted media platforms (Al-Jenaibi, 2016). However, the Arabic
satellite televisions have been noted to be gaining a lot of popularity compared to all the
other emerging media platforms (Edwards, 2012). The nature of Arabic language
satellite TV stations has made them be accepted by people from all walks of life. The low
cost of this media platform has enabled even the poor to access it. The rapid rise of the
media in the Arab world can be accurately traced to the cold war (Wolfsfeld, 1997).
During these times, most media houses were home to propaganda and conspiracies.
Most of the media outlets at the time were broadcasting partisan information. This was
less benefiting to the Arab world which opted for alternative media platforms in order to
access information (Ahmed, 2011).The start of dedicated Arab channels was a game
changer. Since then, the growth of the media industry in the Middle East and especially
the United Arab Emirates has been on an upward trend (Al-Jenaibi, 2011). The
mainstream media continues to grow and exert a lot of influence to the people living in
this part of the world. The role of the media in the Middle East can perhaps be measured
by the influence it has had in the political field. A lot of revolution has been staged in a
number of Arab countries (Wolfsfeld, 1997). It is the media that enabled the free flow of
information among the Arab countries thereby inspiring uprisings in countries which
were less concerned about governance (Rugh, 2007). The mass media has recently
become a major force in the various aspects of life in the world today. Politically,
socially, culturally and economically; the role of the media in changing the society
cannot be exhausted. The mass media has worked in promoting culture and inspiring
political responsibility among other things. It is for this reason that the media continues
to grow rapidly in almost all nations of the world. However, the social media has
constantly posed a threat to this very important platform for sharing information and
knowledge. Intercultural communication in the UAE has influenced different modes and
channels of message delivery; in an attempt to limit the blatant ethnical barriers. It is
important to understand that the countries which are devoid of various nationalities are
incapable of engaging in intercultural communication.
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UAE is one of the nations that integrate members of different ethnicities, in an
attempt to spread and encourage diversity. The UAE and its affiliation with intercultural
matters understand that societal progress cannot be seen in the wake of discriminatory
policies. When some ethnic groups consider themselves superior, there is a rift in
society and only individuals of a common origin manage to interact with one another.
Exposure to intercultural communication, just like the UAE, allows different nations to
develop economically by engaging in business initiatives. It becomes easier for them to
desist from focusing solely on local products and indulgence in local trade. With all the
pros of intercultural communication and growth of UAE media, there is necessity to
understand various cons affiliated with the same. There are high chances of language
barriers and misunderstandings when people from different ethnicities interact with
one another. Such practices also lead to an indirect discrimination majority members
because great focus is placed on the societal minorities. The Mass Media, as posited by
the UAE Media, is indeed a vessel and channel for transmitting different ideologies to the
general public. It is also involved significantly in the development of society’s diversified
sectors. It is through digging further into the subject that individuals understand the
benefits and predicaments associated with Mass Media (UAE Media). They are not
recommended to engage in the analysis from a superficial or vague point of view.
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